
June 15th, 2014

To whom it may concern,

     My name is Jason Edwin Anderson, and I am honored to write this letter of recommendation for Nancy Hayward.  I  
have had the great opportunity to work with, and learn from, Nancy since first being selected to attend the Mount Vernon 
Summer Teacher Institute in 2009.  In all of my years as a professional educator I have never know someone with as  
much zeal, integrity, and knowledge in their field of expertise as Nancy Hayward.

     Nancy is  truly a  visionary.   Working  diligently  she  has  brought  teachers  from across  the  nation  to  George 
Washington's Mount Vernon Estate since 1999 with the sole purpose of giving educators all necessary materials possible 
to incorporate Washington into the classrooms across America.  Not only were educational resources created, printed, and  
delivered, Nancy also accumulated a whole host of professional historians to educate the educators about the life and  
times of Washington during these extremely successful Teacher Institute weeks.  As a visionary, Nancy saw the great  
potential  of extending the Teaching Ambassador program into Ohio.   I  was honored to served as the Ohio Teacher  
Ambassador for two years under the direction and guidance of Nancy Hayward.  In this capacity I worked under Nancy's 
leadership to set up eight state-wide teacher workshops which focused on the leadership of George Washington.  Teachers 
from across the state were impacted by these workshops, and most importantly by the professional historians that Nancy 
worked so very hard to bring to Ohio to not only present materials to the Ohio teachers, but to make certain that everyone 
returned to their schools with the ability to incorporate the materials in their own classroom.
 
     I have also have the honor of being a facilitator for the Mount Vernon Teacher Institutes for the past several years.  My 
major responsibility was a behind-the-scenes coordinator between the teachers and the staff.  In this capacity I truly saw 
the enormous amount of work that Nancy put into each and every one of the Teacher Institutes.  I have never worked 
with someone with so much dedication and professionalism in their field.  I remember mentioning to Nancy during one 
of the institutes just how classy everyone on her staff was.  Employees only learn by example from those that they work  
under.  Nancy Hayward is a true professional, a truly hard working, dedicated historian – a true class act.

     Nancy has done so much to help educators incorporate Washington in their classroom, through printed materials to the  
creation of web-based lessons and on-line interactive materials.  She has been entirely open to improving materials,  
updating resources, and trying new ideas.  She was instrumental in helping to set in motion a two-day Archaeology field  
dig at Mount Vernon which my students take part in each spring.  This is a fantastic opportunity for students to work at  
Mount Vernon with professional archaeologists.  This would not have been possible without Nancy, and it is going on its  
third year.

     I cannot speak highly enough of Nancy Hayward, as a professional, as an educator, as a boss, and as a historian.  If  
there is anything that I might be able to add, please do not hesitate to contact me at any time.  Nancy Hayward would be 
a tremendous asset to any organization.

I remain,
Sincerely,

Jason Edwin Anderson
Mount Vernon Ohio Teaching Ambassador
Social Studies Teacher
Archbishop Hoban High School
1 Holy Cross Boulevard
Akron, Ohio  44306
(330) 264-5977
andersonj@hoban.org
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